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CONFORMALLY SYMMETRIC TRIANGULAR LATTICES AND DISCRETE
ϑ-CONFORMAL MAPS
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Abstract. Two immersed triangulations in the plane with the same combinatorics are
considered as preimage and image of a discrete immersion F . We compare the cross-ratios
Q and q of corresponding pairs of adjacent triangles in the two triangulations. If for every
pair the arguments of these cross-ratios (i.e. intersection angles of circumcircles) agree, F
is a discrete conformal map based on circle patterns. Similarly, if for every pair the absolute
values of the corresponding cross-ratios Q and q (i.e. length cross-ratios) agree, the two
triangulations are discrete conformally equivalent. We introduce a new notion, discrete
ϑ-conformal maps, which interpolates between these two known definitions of discrete
conformality for planar triangulations. We prove that there exists an associated variational
principle. In particular, discrete ϑ-conformal maps are unique minimizers of a locally
defined convex functional Fϑ in suitable variables. Furthermore, we study conformally
symmetric triangular lattices which contain examples of discrete ϑ-conformal maps.
1. Introduction
Conformal maps of planar domains, that is, holomorphic maps with non-vanishing
derivatives, build an important and classical subject in complex analysis which has been
intensively studied. Conformality of a map f may be characterized by the fact that it
infinitesimally preserves cross-ratios. In particular, f also preserves intersection angles and
orientation. Moreover, the standard metric g of the complex plane is changed conformally
by f to g˜, that is g˜ = eug for some smooth function u. Note that all these properties are
invariant under Möbius transformations.
In the last decades, a growing interest in discrete conformal maps has emerged. Thurston
first introduced in [30] planar circle packings, that is configurations of touching discs
corresponding to a triangulation, as discrete conformal maps. This idea has been extended
to circle patterns which allow intersecting circles with fixed intersection angles, for instance
Schramm’s orthogonal circle patterns [25]. Many explicit classes of examples of circle
packings or circle patterns which correspond to special conformal maps like polynomials,
exponential functions, zγ, log, erf, see [2, 25, 3, 1, 4, 5, 6], have been discovered using
integrable structures or other additional properties. Furthermore, circle patterns (and
circle packings) can be obtained from variational principles for the radii of the circles,
see [17, 9, 23]. Moreover, two circle patterns with the same underlying combinatorics may
be considered as discrete conformal map if all intersection angles of corresponding pairs
of circles for incident vertices agree, see for example [25, 23, 11].
Another more recent metric approach led to a different notion of discrete conformal
maps based on discretely conformally equivalent triangulations [8, 13]. Here, the length
cross-ratios (i.e absolute values of the cross-ratios) agree for corresponding pairs of incident
triangles. For these discrete conformal maps there is only one explicit class of examples
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known so far, which corresponds to exponential functions, see [31]. Nevertheless, confor-
mally equivalent triangulations may also be obtained from a variational principle for the
edge lengths, see [29, 7]. Moreover, there is a relation of this functional studied in [7] to a
variational principle for circle patterns based on edge lengths. Note that there also exists a
variational principle for more general discrete conformal changes of triangulations from a
metric viewpoint, see [21].
In this article, we propose a new definition of discrete conformal maps F : T →
T̂ between two immersed planar triangulations T and T̂ with the same combinatorics
which generalizes the two known notions based on circle patterns and discrete conformal
equivalence. Recall that the cross-ratio of the four vertices of two incident triangles encode
the intersection angle of the corresponding circumcircles of the triangles as well as the
length cross-ratio. We may add circumcircles to all triangles of the triangulations T and T̂ .
In this way we obtain two circle patterns with the same combinatorics. Now F is discrete
conformal if all intersection angles of these circumcircles agree for corresponding pairs of
adjacent triangles. In terms of cross-ratios, this means that the arguments of the cross-ratios
are the same for all pairs of adjacent triangles. Similarly, focusing on the absolute values
of the cross-ratios of all corresponding pairs of adjacent triangles, we could call F discrete
conformal if all length cross-ratios are preserved. Discrete ϑ-conformality generalize these
two notions of discrete conformality by including them into the one parameter family of
definitions which interpolates smoothly between them. Instead of intersections angles or
length cross-ratios, we preserve a combination of these values for an arbitrary, but fixed
parameter ϑ. See Section 2 for more details. Figure 1 shows some examples. There is
also a relation to discrete holomorphic quadratic differentials defined by Lam and Pinkall
in [24], see Subsection 4.2.
Onemain result of this paper is the proof given in Section 5 that the condition for discrete
ϑ-conformal maps, see (3), is variational which is known to hold for circle patterns [9] and
conformally equivalent triangulations [7]. This means that using suitable coordinates, dis-
crete ϑ-conformal maps correspond (locally) to critical points of a functional. Calculating
the second derivative, we see the particularly nice property that the functional is convex
and the Hessian is related to the cotan-Laplacian similarly as in the case of circle patterns
and conformally equivalent triangulations. Thus convex optimization may be applied for
obtaining critical points. Convexity also shows that the solutions are unique (up to a global
transformation). Therefore, in appropriate coordinates, the triangulations corresponding to
discrete ϑ-conformal maps are locally rigid. It remains an open question to determine an
explicit formula for this functional.
Our considerations in this article are motivated by a class of examples for discrete
ϑ-conformal maps, namely, conformally symmetric triangular lattices, see Section 4.1.
These can be considered as discrete exponential functions or discrete Airy functions. We
characterize and study this class of examples in Section 3.
Note that there exist several other approaches for discrete conformal maps. The earliest
investigations resulted in the linear theory of discrete holomorphic maps, which also arises
as suitable linearization of the (nonlinear) notions mentioned above, see for example [6,
10, 12]. Further studies of this approach can for example be found in [19, 20]. Apart from
applications in numerics [16, 26, 18], this linear theory has been used for a rigorous study
of dimers and the 2D-Ising model in the context of probability, see [22, 27, 14, 15].
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Figure 1. Examples of discrete ϑ-conformal functions for two incident triangles (from left
to right): original configuration of two equilateral triangles, ϑ = 0 (discrete conformal
equivalence), ϑ = pi/2 (circle pattern), ϑ = pi/3 (new notion)
2. Definitions and basic properties
In any discrete setting, the domain of a smooth conformal map is replaced by a suitable
discrete object. In the following, letT denote a (locally) embedded non-degenerate triangu-
lation in the plane. Denote the vertices and edges of T by V and E respectively. Edges will
often be written as e = [vi, vj] ∈ E , where vi, vj ∈ V are its incident vertices. For triangular
faces we use the notation ∆[vi, vj, vk] enumerating the incident vertices with respect to the
(counterclockwise) orientation of C.
As a starting point for discrete conformal maps on T , we consider mappings F : T → C
which are continuous, piecewise affine-linear on every triangle, and orientation preserving.
F is called a discrete immersion if for every flower all pairs of image triangles only intersect
in their common vertex or edge (so the image flower is embedded). The immersed image
triangulation will be denoted by T̂ = F(T) with vertices V̂ = F(V) and edges Ê = F(E).
Given such a discrete immersion, when should it be called discrete conformal? In this
article, we focus on the fact, that a smooth conformal map infinitesimally preserves cross-
ratios. For the two triangulations T and T̂ we can compute the cross-ratios of adjacent
triangles in T and T̂ , respectively. We will use the following definition of the cross-ratio of
four points z1, z2, z3, z4 ∈ C:
cr(z1, z2, z3, z4) = (z1 − z2)(z2 − z3)
(z3 − z4)
(z4 − z1) .
For every interior edge [vi, vj] in T with adjacent triangles ∆[vi, vj, vk] and ∆[vi, vl, vj] as in
Figure 2, we define
Q([vi, vj]) := QT ([vi, vj]) := cr(vi, vl, vj, vk), (1)
q([vi, vj]) := qT̂ ([vi, vj]) := q([zi, zj]) := cr(zi, zl, zj, zk), (2)
where zm = F(vm) for m ∈ {i, j, k, l}. These cross-ratios are related to the geometric
configuration of two incident triangles as q([vi, vj]) = |q([vi, vj])|eiϕ , where |q([vi, vj])| =
|cr(zi, zl, zj, zk)| is also called length cross-ratio and ϕ ∈ (0, pi) is the interior intersection
angle of the two circumcircles of the triangles∆[zi, zl, zj] and∆[zi, zj, zk] in T̂ . Furthermore,
the values of q characterize the image triangulation T̂ up to Möbius transformations, see
also Lemma 2.2 below.
Similarly as for smooth conformal maps, we could demand that F preserves all cross-
ratios, so q ≡ Q. But then T̂ is only the image of T by a Möbius transformation. Therefore,
it seems reasonable that only “half” of the cross-ratios remains unchanged, in particular:
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(a) Example of a triangular lattice.
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(b) Two incident trian-
gles.
Figure 2. Lattice triangulation of the plane with congruent triangles and two incident
triangles.
Definition 2.1. The discrete immersion F : T → C with image triangulation T̂ is called
discrete ϑ-conformal if there exists a constant ϑ ∈ [0, pi/2] such that for all interior edges
[vi, vj] with adjacent triangles ∆[vi, vl, vj] and ∆[vi, vj, vk] there holds
Re[e−iϑ log(QT ([vi, vj]))] = Re[e−iϑ log(qT̂ ([vi, vj]))], (3)
where we assume the values of the logarithm to be in R + i(0, 2pi).
Note that this definition contains two known notions of discrete conformality based on
circle patterns and discrete conformal equivalence.
• For ϑ = 0 the absolute values of the cross-ratios (length cross-ratios) for adjacent
triangles agree, that is |QT ([vi, vj])| = |q([vi, vj])| holds for all interior edges [vi, vj].
Therefore, the triangulations T and T̂ are discretely conformally equivalent, see for
example [7, Prop. 2.3.2].
• For ϑ = pi/2 the argument of the cross-ratio for adjacent triangles agree. These
equal the intersection angles of the corresponding circumcircles. Adding these
circumcircles for all triangles in T and in T̂ , we obtain a discrete conformal map
between two circle patterns.
Further properties of discrete ϑ-conformal maps will be studied in Sections 4 and 5.
Our considerations in this article are motivated by the study of a class of examples,
where the cross-ratios defined in (2) are locally constant. To this end, we restrict ourselves
to the case where the triangulation T is a (part of a) triangular lattice TLC, that is, a lattice
triangulation of the whole complex plane C with congruent triangles, see Figure 2(a). We
denote the triangulation TL = T in this case in order to emphasize the lattice structure. For
some considerations we need the actual geometric data of the lattice TLC, i.e. the angles
α, β, γ ∈ (0, pi) such that α + β + γ = pi, which is specified according to the notation in
Figure 2(a). Obviously, the cross-ratios Q are constant on parallel edges (as TL is part of a
lattice).
We start with a useful property of the cross-ratio function. To this end, we introduce
some useful notation. A vertex v0 ∈ V is called interior vertex if it is an interior point of the
union of its adjacent closed triangular faces, see Figure 3 (left). We call an interior vertex
v0 of T together with its incident triangles (including their vertices and edges) a flower. The
vertex v0 is called the center of the flower and its neighbors will frequently be enumerated
corresponding to the cyclic order of the corresponding vertices of T .
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Figure 3. Left: A flower of T about v0; right: Mapping the circumcircles of a flower by a
Möbius transformation with z0 7→ ∞
Lemma 2.2. Let TL be a part of a triangular lattice. If a function q : ELint → C \ R≥0
originates from a discrete immersion of TL then for every interior vertex v0 ∈ VL with
cyclic neighbors v1, . . . , v6 ∈ V and qk = q([v0, vk]) there holds
6∑
k=1
arg(qk) = 4pi ⇒ q1q2q3q4q5q6 = 1, (4)
1 − q1 + q1q2 − q1q2q3 + q1q2q3q4 − q1q2q3q4q5 = 0. (5)
Proof. Given an embedded flower of T̂ L about z0, we add circumcircles to the triangles
and then apply a Möbius transformation to this configuration which maps z0 to ∞ as
indicated in Figure 3 (right). As the Möbius transformation does not change the values of
the corresponding cross-ratios qk , we easily identify equations (4) and (5) as the closing
conditions for the image polygon. 
Remark 2.3. Lemma 2.2 is formulated for flowers consisting of six triangles because
we are particularly interested in this combinatorics for conformally symmetric triangular
lattices. But equations (4) and (5) and their proof can easily be generalized for flowers in
arbitrary immersed triangulations T .
Remark 2.4. Given a cross-ratio function q on the edges of a flower of T̂ L incident to
v0, note that equations (4) and (5) are not sufficient to define a discrete embedding of this
flower because the interiors of different triangles may intersect. Nevertheless, from the
values of q we can always build a corresponding hexagon as in Figure 3 (right). But this
hexagon is possibly not embedded. Applying a Möbius transformation which maps∞ to a
finite point and maps none of the vertices of the hexagon to ∞, we obtain a configuration
of six triangles. These are the images of a piecewise linear map of a flower of TLC.
By construction, this configuration is unique up to Möbius transformations. In case that
the resulting configuration is an embedded flower, we obtain a discrete immersion of this
flower. Given further values of the cross-ratio q on the boundary edges of the flower, these
determine new vertices and triangles. If all these triangles are locally embedded about
every flower, we can continue this procedure and obtain a discrete immersion from the
values of the cross-ratio q on the edges.
3. Conformally symmetric triangular lattices
In this section we study conformally symmetric discrete immersions and exploit ideas
used in [4] for conformally symmetric circle packings. We choose the cross-ratios of
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incident triangles as suitableMöbius invariant parameters. Note that throughout this section
we will work with (parts of) triangular lattices TL instead of a general triangulation T .
The following lemmagives examples of cross-ratio functions as considered in Lemma2.2
which always lead to discrete immersions.
Lemma 3.1. Let q1, q2, q3 ∈ H = {z ∈ C : Im(z) > 0} be three numbers such that
arg(qk) ∈ (0, pi) and arg(q1)+arg(q2)+arg(q3) = 2pi. Define a function q : E → {q1, q2, q3}
on the edges of a triangular lattice such q assumes the same value on parallel edges of TL.
Then there exists a discrete immersion T̂ L, which will be called generalized Doyle spiral,
such that q is the corresponding cross-ratio function.
Proof. By construction, q satisfies the necessary conditions (4) and (5) for every flower.
Furthermore, the hexagon built corresponding to the values of q on a flower is symmetric
and also embedded as q1, q2, q3 ∈ H. Therefore, there exists a Möbius transformation
which maps this hexagon to an embedded flower. In particular, we can take an inversion
which maps ∞ to the intersection point of the diagonals of the symmetric hexagon. Then
the resulting flower is still symmetric in the following sense: for pair of incident triangles
there exists a similarity transformation which maps this pair onto the opposite pair of
incident triangles (for example ∆[z0, z1, z2] ∪∆[z0, z2, z3] onto ∆[z0, z4, z5] ∪∆[z0, z5, z6] in
the notation of Figure 3 (right)). Therefore, if we start with such a flower we can continue
and use the values of q to determine further images of vertices as indicated in Remark 2.4.
By symmetry, all flowers will be similar and embedded. 
Doyle spirals carry a lot of symmetry which can be expressed by the fact, that the
cross-ratios are constant for all parallel edges of TL. This is in fact a special case of a
conformally symmetric triangular lattice T̂ L which only contains conformally symmetric
flowers defined as follows.
Definition 3.2. Aflower of T̂ L with center y0 ∈ V̂ L and incident vertices z1, . . . , z6 ∈ V̂ L in
cyclic order is called conformally symmetric if there is an involutive Möbius transformation
M with fixed point y0 and such that
M(zk) = zk+3 for k(mod6). (6)
The Möbius invariant notion of conformally symmetry can locally be characterized as
follows.
Theorem 3.3. For any flower in T̂ L about z0 ∈ V̂ with neighbors z1, . . . , z6 ∈ V̂ in cyclic
order the following statements are equivalent.
(i) The flower is conformally symmetric.
(ii) Opposite cross-ratios agree, that is q([z0, zk]) = q([z0, zk+3]) for k = 1, 2, 3.
(iii) The three circles/lines Ck = Ck(zk, z0, zk+3), k = 1, 2, 3, through zk, z0, zk+3 have
a second common intersection point X ∈ C ∪ {∞}, apart from z0, which satisfies
cr(zk, z0, zk+3, X) = −1.
Proof. The implication (i)⇒(ii) is clear as Möbius transformations preserve cross-ratios.
In order to see (ii)⇒(iii), map z0 to ∞ by a Möbius transformation M and consider
the images of the circumcircles of the incident triangles as in the proof of Lemma 2.2, see
Figure 3 (right). As q([z0, zk]) = q([z0, zk+3]) for k = 1, 2, 3, the hexagon formed by the
images of the circumcircles is symmetric, that is lengths of opposite edges and opposite
angles agree. Therefore, the lines through opposite vertices of the hexagon intersect in a
point X˜ and −1 = cr(z˜k, y˜0, z˜k+3, X˜) = cr(zk, z0, zk+3, X), where y˜0 =M(z0), X =M−1(X˜)
and z˜k =M(zk) for k = 1, . . . , 6. This proves (iii).
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Figure 4. Geometric construction of a generalized Doyle spiral and splitting into triangles.
For the remaining claim “(iii)⇒(i)”, we again map z0 to∞ by a Möbius transformation
F which also is applied to the circumcircles of the incident triangles as in the proof of
Lemma 2.2, see Figure 3 (right).
Denote y˜0 =M(z0), X =M−1(X˜) and z˜k =M(zk) for k = 1, . . . , 6. The circles/lines
Ck , k = 1, 2, 3, aremapped byM to lines. Define aMöbius transformation M˜ by M˜(X˜) = X˜ ,
M˜(∞) = ∞ and M˜(z˜1) = z˜4. Simple calculations show that M˜(z) = −z + 2X˜ . This
implies that M˜(z˜k) = z˜k+3 and M˜(z˜k+3) = z˜k hold for k = 1, 2, 3. Now using the Möbius
transformationM =M−1◦ M˜ ◦M shows that the flower about z0 is conformally symmetric.

Note that the statements of this theorem also hold if we replace z0 by X for the flower in
consideration. But the corresponding flower about X is not embedded and thus not part of
the image of a discrete immersion T̂ L.
3.1. Generalized Doyle spirals. The study of Doyle spirals began with an observation of
Doyle for the construction of circle packing, see [2] for more details. We briefly recall the
geometric construction of generalized Doyle spirals.
Start with a non-degenerate convex quadrilateral Q in C with vertices A, B,C,D as in
Figure 4. Let L1, L2 be the orientation preserving similarity transformations such that
L1(A) = B, L1(D) = C, L2(A) = D, L2(B) = C. (This corresponds to rescaling Q
and gluing these rescaled and suitably translated and rotated copies to the edges.) Then
L1(Q), L2(Q) are similar to Q and L2(L1(Q)) = L1(L2(Q)) by angle count, so finally
L2L1 = L1L2. Therefore L1, L2 are both translations or both scale-rotations with the same
center of rotation. Thus, successive applications of L1, L2 generate either a lattice or a
generalized Doyle spiral spiraling about the common center, see Figure 5 for an example.
This construction can easily be connected to triangular lattices if we just split the
quadrilateral Q into two triangles and also split all image quads accordingly, see Figure 4
(right). In this way we obtain a triangulation T̂ L which is the image of a discrete immersion
F of the whole triangular lattice TLC. It is easy to see that the cross-ratios q defined in (2)
are constant on each of the three types of edges and these three values multiply to 1.
Remark 3.4. T̂ L is a generalized Doyle spiral if and only if the whole lattice is invariant
under the Möbius transformation M given in Definition 3.2 which also is equivalent to the
fact that all circles Ck considered in part (iii) of Theorem 3.3 intersect in the same point for
all flowers of T̂ L.
Remark 3.5 (Connection to Doyle spirals for circle packings). If we start with a quad Q
constructed from the midpoints of four mutually tangent circles (this is possible if and only
if a + c = b + d holds for the edge lengths), see Figure 6, and if L1 and L2 map circles
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Figure 5. Example of a part of a generalized Doyle spiral from a quad.
A B
D C
a
d b
c
A B
D C
r1 r2
r3r4
Figure 6. Construction of Doyle spirals for circle packings from four mutually tangent
circles.
onto circles (which is equivalent to the condition r1r3 = r2r4 for the radii) then successive
applications of L1 and L2 to the first four circles will result in a hexagonal circle packing
called Doyle spiral, see [2]. The corresponding quadrilaterals formed by the midpoints of
four mutually tangent circles build a generalized Doyle spiral.
Remark 3.6 (Generalized Doyle spirals for conformally equivalent triangulations). For
two conformally equivalent triangulations TL and T̂ L = F(TL) there exists a function
u : VL → R, called logarithmic scale factors, such that l̂([v, w]) = l([vw])e(u(v)+u(w))/2
holds for all edges [v, w] ∈ EL, see for example [7]. The logarithmic scale factors
corresponding to generalized Doyle spirals for the triangular lattice TLC with VLC =
{n sinα2 + m sinα3eiα1 : n,m ∈ Z} are linear,
u(n sinα2 + m sinα3eiα1 ) = An + Bm for suitable A, B ∈ R,
which again indicates that this discrete conformal map can be considered as an analogue of
the exponential map. See also [31, Lemma 2.6] and [12].
3.2. Parametrization of conformally symmetric triangular lattices. Consider any func-
tion q : ELint → C which satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem 3.3, namely opposite cross-
ratios agree,
q([v0, vk]) = q([v0, vk+3]), k = 1, 2, 3, (7)
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a−3 a−2 a−1 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4
a−3 a−2 a−1 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
a−2 a−1 a0 a1 a2 a3 a4 a5
Figure 7. Left: A hexagon of dual edges e∗ ∈ EL∗ dual to the interior edges e ∈ EL of a
flower; right: Parametrization of conformally symmetric triangular lattices.
for any flower in T , where v0 denotes the center with neighbors v1, . . . , v6 in cyclic order.
Then q automatically satisfies (5). The remaining necessary condition is
q([v0, vk])q([v0, vk+1])q([v0, vk+2]) = 1 (8)
for any three consecutive edges in the flower about v0. Thus we can describe the general
solution of equation (5) togetherwith (7) and (8) as three parameter family on the honeycomb
lattice which is dual to the triangular lattice TL. To this end, consider the function q (by
abuse of notation) to be defined on the corresponding dual edges EL∗ as in Figure 7.
Theorem 3.7. Let T̂ L be a conformally symmetric triangulation. Define the cross-ratio
function q : ELint → C on the edges and consider it as a function on the dual edges
q : EL∗int → C. Consider an interior dual vertex and denote the corresponding cross-
ratios on the incident edges by a, b, c ∈ C \ R≥0. Then the dual graph T̂ L∗ is part of a
honeycomb lattice and the cross-ratios are given by
an = a(abc)n−1, bl = b(abc)l−1, cm = c(abc)m−1 (9)
with the notation of Figure 7.
Using this parametrization, we can (locally) construct examples of conformally sym-
metric discrete immersions.
Lemma 3.8. Let a, b, c ∈ C \ R≥0. Assume that there exist three conformally symmetric
embedded flowers with the following values of the cross-ratio functions q: a, b, 1/ab, and
a, c, 1/ac, and c, b, 1/bc in counterclockwise orientation respectively. Define a function q˜
on the whole triangular lattice as in Figure 7 by (9).
If |abc | = 1 and arg(a) + arg(b) + arg(c) = 2pi, then there exists a generalized Doyle
spiral whose cross-ratio function q agrees with q˜.
If |abc | , 1 or arg(abc) , 2pi, then there exists a conformally symmetric discrete
immersion which is defined on a simply connected part of the triangular lattice and whose
cross-ratio function q agrees with q˜ on this part. But this conformally symmetric discrete
immersion cannot be extended to the whole triangular lattice.
Figure 8 shows an example of a conformally symmetric discrete immersion which is not
a Doyle spiral.
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Out[]=
Figure 8. Left: Example of a general conformally symmetric triangulation with a = b =
c = eiφ and φ = (2/3 + 1/200)pi. The triangulation already starts to develop singularities.
Right: Plot of the function eipi/6 Bi(w)−
√
3·Ai(w)
Bi(w)+√3·Ai(w)
Proof. If |abc | = 1 and arg(a) + arg(b) + arg(c) = 2pi, we can start by assumption with
an embedded conformally symmetric flower with cross-ratios a, b, c. As in the proof of
Lemma 3.1 we can continue to add triangles according to the given cross-ratios (which
are constant on parallel edges) and obtain a generalized Doyle spiral defined on the whole
lattice.
If |abc | , 1 or arg(abc) , 2pi (or both), we still can start by assumption with an
embedded conformally symmetric flower and we can continue this discrete immersion
(first defined only on one flower) by using the values of q˜ for the cross-ratios. But we will
show that this construction will always lead to non-closing flowers or to non-embedded
flowers as in Figure 9. Therefore, we cannot extend the conformally symmetric discrete
immersion in this case.
First note that if arg(abc) , 2piK for some K ∈ Z, then we can choose n,m ∈ Z such that
with the notation of Figure 7 and (9) we have arg an, arg cm ∈ (pi, 2pi). But an embedded
flower with these two cross-ratios an, cm (and b2−n−m) cannot exist.
If abc = |abc | , 1, we may assume that arg(a) + arg(b) + arg(c) = 2pi holds for arg(a),
arg(b), arg(c) ∈ (0, 2pi) because else we do not obtain an embedded flower (which we have
by assumption). As |abc | , 1 there exist n,m, l such that |an | > C, |bl | > C and |cm | > C
for any constant C > 0. Therefore, if one of the arguments of a, b, c is > pi, we can choose
two of the indices such consider a flower with two very big length cross-ratios such that the
hexagon corresponding to these cross-ratios as in Figure 3 (right) is not embedded. In this
case, the corresponding flower will also be non-embedded, see Figure 9. So we only need
to consider the case that arg(a), arg(b), arg(c) ∈ (0, pi]. Assume without loss of generality
that arg b ≤ arg c < pi. Let n be such that |an | > 1/sin2((pi − arg b)/2) and assume that |an |
is very large. Consider a pair of embedded triangles with cross-ratio an on the edge, then
one of the adjacent angles is smaller than arcsin(1/√|an |). Call this angle γ1 and consider
the notation of Figure 9 (left). As the configuration is assumed to be embedded we deduce
αˆ1 ≤ arcsin(1/|cm |). Note that we can also choose |cm | as large as we like if we suppose
that we have a conformally symmetric discrete immersion on the whole triangular lattice.
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z0
β1 α1
γ1
αˆ1
δ1
δ2 z0
Figure 9. Examples of images of a flower about z0 which does not close up (left) or which
contains a non embedded triangle (right)
But as pi − α1 − β1 < arg b, we can choose n, m such that γ1, αˆ1 and similarly δ1, δ2 are so
small that 2 arg(b) + γ1 + αˆ1 + δ1 + δ2 < 2pi. Therefore, the flower cannot close up about
z0. 
Corollary 3.9. Generalized Doyle spirals are the only conformally symmetric triangular
meshes from discrete ϑ-conformal maps of the whole lattice.
3.3. Smooth analogues for conformally symmetric triangular lattices. Smooth and dis-
crete conformal maps may be related in various ways. Here we are interested in identifying
the smooth conformal maps which may be considered as analogues of conformally sym-
metric immersions. Many examples of conformally symmetric discrete immersions are
discrete ϑ-conformal maps for some ϑ ∈ [0, pi/2] which will be detailed in Subsection 4.1.
The main idea for relating our conformally symmetric discrete immersions to smooth ana-
logues is to consider the function log(q([v0, vk])/Q([v0, vk])) as a discrete version of the
Schwarzian derivative, similarly as in [4] for conformally symmetric circle packings. A
similar approach has been taken in [13] where a more detailed connection of discrete and
smooth Schwarzian derivatives is established via convergence statements, but only for the
cases of conformal equivalence (ϑ = 0) and circle patterns (ϑ = pi/2).
Recall that Q is constant on parallel edges due to the symmetry of the lattice. Thus
generalized Doyle spirals with constant values of q on parallel edges corresponds to a
constant Schwarzian derivative and can therefore be considered as discrete exponentials.
In the remaining case of conformally symmetric discrete immersions we know that q is
constant along lattice directions which corresponds to a linear Schwarzian derivative. In
the smooth theory, conformal maps with linear non-constant Schwarzian derivative are
quotients of Airy functions (see Figure 8 for an examples), where Airy functions are
fundamental solutions of ψ ′′ = xψ, see for example [28], in particular
Ai(x) = 1
pi
∫ ∞
0
cos(xt + t
3
3
)dt, Bi(x) = 1
pi
∫ ∞
0
ext−
t3
3 + sin(xt + t
3
3
)dt.
Therefore, conformally symmetric discrete immersions can be considered as discrete ana-
logues of quotients of Airy functions.
4. Examples of discrete ϑ-conformal maps and connection to discrete
holomorphic differentials
Our study of conformally symmetric triangulationsmotivated the introduction of discrete
ϑ-conformal maps. In this section, we show that many conformally symmetric triangular
lattices constitute examples of ϑ-conformal maps. Furthermore, we show how discrete
ϑ-conformal maps may be related to discrete holomorphic differentials.
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α1 α2
α3 α4
α5
α6
α4
α5α6
Figure 10. Left: Definition of angles in the splitted convex quads of a generalized Doyle
spiral; right: Image domain of G(α, β)
4.1. Conformally symmetric triangular lattices as examples of discrete ϑ-conformal
maps. The class of conformally symmetric triangular lattices provides examples for all
discrete ϑ-conformal maps in the sense of Definition 2.1.
Lemma 4.1. For every generalized Doyle spiral where all quadrilaterals have been split
consistently into triangles, there exists an intervall I ⊂ [0, pi2 ], where I = (ϑ0, pi2 ] for
some ϑ0 ∈ [0, pi2 ] or I = [0, pi2 ], such that for every ϑ ∈ I there is a triangular lattice
TLC = TLC(ϑ) and a discrete ϑ-conformal map F : TLC → C such that the image of TLC
under F is the given generalized Doyle spiral.
Proof. Given a generalized Doyle spiral, split all of its convex quadrialterals consistently
into triangles as in Figure 4 (right). This defines six angles α1, . . . , α6 ∈ (0, pi) as in
Figure 10 which determine the quads of the Doyle spiral up to Euclidean motions and
scaling. Due to the convexity of the quad, these six angles satisfy α3+α6 < pi, α2+α4 < pi,
α1 + α2 + α3 = pi, and α4 + α5 + α6 = pi and they determine the cross-ratios q1, q2, q3 of the
Doyle spiral via
log q1 = log
(
sinα6
sinα4
· sinα2
sinα3
)
+ i(α1 + α5),
log q2 = log
(
sinα3
sinα1
· sinα4
sinα5
)
+ i(α2 + α6),
log q3 = log
(
sinα5
sinα6
· sinα1
sinα2
)
+ i(α3 + α4).
The labeling of the cross-ratios is defined according to these formulas.
Let TLC be a triangular lattice with angles α, β, γ ∈ (0, pi) as in Figure 2(a), where
α + β + γ = pi. Then its three cross-ratios may be expressed in terms of the angles as
logQ1 = 2 log
sin β
sinα
+ 2iγ, logQ2 = 2 log
sinα
sin γ
+ 2iβ, logQ3 = 2 log
sin γ
sin β
+ 2iα.
Thus, for ϑ = pi/2 we can choose γ = (α1 + α5)/2, β = (α2 + α6)/2, and α = (α3 + α4)/2
and obtain Re(e−i pi2 qk) = Re(e−i pi2 Qk) for k = 1, 2, 3. Also, at least for ϑ in a small
neighborhood of pi/2, the equations Re(e−iϑqk) = Re(e−iϑQk) are still solvable in terms of
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α, β, γ for given α1, . . . , α6 as above. But the image of {(α, β) ∈ (0, pi)2 : α + β < pi} under
G(α, β) =
(
log sin βsinα
log sinαsin(α+β)
)
is not convex, see Figure 10 (right) (compare also to [7, Fig. 9]). Thus, there ex-
ist configurations with angles α1, . . . , α6 ∈ (0, pi) as in Figure 10 such that the system
G(α4, α6)+G(α3, α2) = 2G(α, β) has no solutionα, β ∈ (0, pi)withα+β < pi. This is equiva-
lent to the fact that for such a configuration the system of equations Re(log qk) = Re(logQk),
k = 1, 2, 3 have no solution for Qk , which means that there is no corresponding triangular
lattice TLC such that the discrete immersion from TLC to the generalized Doyle spiral is
discrete ϑ-conformal for this ϑ. Thus, depending on the given generalized Doyle spiral, the
interval for suitable ϑ’s may in some cases be strictly smaller than [0, pi/2]. 
Remark 4.2. The proof of the previous lemma actually shows that if the angles of the split
quads are all in a suitable neighborhood of pi/3 then the corresponding generalized Doyle
spirals are discrete ϑ-conformal maps for all ϑ ∈ [0, pi/2]. This observation motivated the
introduction and study of discrete ϑ-conformal maps.
Furthermore, we can map every flower of a generalized Doyle spiral by a Möbius
transformation to a symmetric embedded flower in the sense that M(zj) = −M(zj+3).
Then we can observe that the generalized Doyle spiral is discrete ϑ-conformal for every
ϑ ∈ [0, pi/2] if and only if this symmetric flower is convex.
Apart from Doyle spirals, we know from Lemma 3.8 that a conformally symmetric
discrete immersion is only defined on a part TL of the lattice TLC and its cross-ratio
function q is given by (9) on the corresponding part of Figure 7. In particular, the proof of
Theorem 3.7 shows that for the part of the lattice where the conformally symmetric discrete
immersion is defined, we have log an = log a+ (n−1) log(abc) and analogous formulas for
log bl and log cm.
Therefore we deduce that
• if |abc | = 1, then Re(log an) = Re(log a) = |a| and analogously for log bl and
log cm. If there exists a triangular lattice with length cross-ratios |a|, |b|, |c | (see
the proof of Lemma 4.1 for this issue), then the conformally symmetric discrete
immersion is discrete ϑ-conformal for ϑ = 0.
• if abc ∈ R+ = (0,∞) or equivalently arg(a)+arg(b)+arg(c) = 2pi, the circle pattern
obtained from adding the circumcircles to all triangles has the same intersection
angles as the circle pattern built from the circumcircles of the triangles in the lattice
TLC with angles α = arg(a)/2, β = arg(b)/2 and γ = arg(c)/2. In this case, the
conformally symmetric discrete immersion is discrete ϑ-conformal for ϑ = pi/2.
• if Re(e−iϑ log(abc)) = 0 or equivalently cos ϑ log |abc | + sin ϑ arg(abc) = 0 for
some ϑ ∈ (0, pi/2), this may be an example of a general discrete ϑ-conformal
map. In fact, this is the case if there exists a triangular lattice TLC whose cross-
ratio function Q satisfies Re(e−iϑ logQ1) = Re(e−iϑ log a), Re(e−iϑ logQ2) =
Re(e−iϑ log b), and Re(e−iϑ logQ3) = Re(e−iϑ log c), where Q1,Q2,Q3 denote the
three (in general different) values of the cross-ratio function Q on the lattice TLC.
4.2. Connection to discrete holomorphic quadratic differentials. Discrete ϑ-conformal
maps are also related to discrete holomorphic quadratic differentials defined by Lam and
Pinkall in [24]. To this end, consider a one parameter family g(t) : T → C of discrete
ϑ-conformal maps with corresponding cross-ratio functions q(t) on the interior edges which
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is a perturbation of the identity, so q(0) ≡ QT for some general immersed triangulation T .
Then the logarithmic derivatives
qi j :=
1
q(0)([vi, vj])
d
dt

t=0
q(t)([vi, vj]) (10)
on the interior edges [vi, vj] ∈ E satisfy∑
vj :vj adjacent to vi
qi j = 0 and
∑
vj :vj adjacent to vi
qi j
vi − vj = 0. (11)
This is a consequence of the generalized versions of (4) and (5) explained in Remark 2.3
by taking derivatives. Therefore, qi j is a discrete holomorphic quadratic differential on T .
Lam and Pinkall only use and consider the cases ϑ = 0 and ϑ = pi/2.
For the special example of generalized Doyle spirals, a one parameter family of discrete
ϑ-conformal maps may be easily constructed explicitly. Start with a triangular lattice TL
with cross-ratio function QT : EL → {A, B,C} ⊂ C \ R≤0. In particular, ABC = 1.
For ϑ ∈ [0, pi/2], set R(A, ϑ) = Re[e−iϑ log(A)] and I(A, ϑ) = Im[e−iϑ log(A)] and define
R(B, ϑ), R(C, ϑ) and I(B, ϑ), I(C, ϑ) analogously. Let a, b, c ∈ C \ R≤0 be the cross-
ratio function of another triangular lattice. Then there exists a one parameter family of
generalized Doyle spirals T̂(t) with cross-ratio function q(t) : EL → {qA(t), qB(t), qC(t)},
where
qA(t) = exp(R(A, ϑ)eiϑ + ieiϑ(tIm[e−iϑ log(a)] + (1 − t)I(A, ϑ)))
and qB(t) and qC(t) are defined analogously. The logarithmic derivatives qi j defined by (10)
satisfy (11) and additionally
∑
vj :vj adjacent to triangle∆
qi j = 0 for all triangular faces ∆ of TLC.
This last property means that this discrete holomorphic quadratic differential is integrable.
Moreover, this construction shows that every integrable discrete holomorphic quadratic
differential on a triangular lattice arises in this way.
5. A variational principle for discrete ϑ-conformal maps
Recall that T is an immersed triangulation in the plane. For simplicity, we assume that T
is simply connected. Let F : T → C be a discrete immersion with image T̂ . In this section
we prove the existence of a variational principle for discrete ϑ-conformal maps. We start
with the introduction of suitable new variables.
Similarly as for circle patterns and conformally equivalent triangulations, discrete ϑ-
conformal maps are associated to a special form of ’description’ of triangles. In the
following, we specify our new real variables ωi j on the edges [vi, vj] and use them for a
reformulation of condition (3). This in turn will be shown to be a partial derivative of a
locally defined functional Fϑ(ω). Thus we aim at the following theorem, which is a direct
consequence of Theorems 5.2 and 5.3 below.
Theorem 5.1. For any discrete ϑ-conformal map F : T → T̂ , the corresponding variables
ω ∈ R |E | constitute the unique minimizer (up to a global constant) of a locally convex
functional Fϑ .
5.1. Description of a single triangle in new variables. From elementary geometry it is
well known that a triangle can be constructed given the edge lengths or the angles. In
both cases, there are necessary conditions (triangle inequalities for lengths or angle sum
equals pi, respectively) and the triangle, which may be constructed from the given data, is
unique up to some transformations (Euclidean transformations or affine transformations,
respectively). These two well known examples will correspond to our cases ϑ = pi/2 and
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ϑ = 0, respectively. For ϑ ∈ (0, pi/2) we switch to unusual parameters for the construction
of triangles.
To bemore precise, wewill startwith only one triangle∆[vi, vj, vk] ofT which is identified
with its embedding in the plane. Letwi j = vj−vi etc. denote the edges of∆[vi, vj, vk]. Taking
this triangle as a reference, we consider the image triangle F(∆[vi, vj, vk]) = ∆[zi, zj, zk] for
any discrete immersion F as a perturbation and describe in this spirit the edges zi j = zj − zi
by
zi j = wi j · exp(ieiϑωi j + eiϑνi j), (12)
where ωi j, νi j ∈ R are suitably chosen. Note that for ϑ = pi/2, the variables ωi j and νi j are
just the (negative) logarithmic scale factor of the edge zi j and its relative rotation angle with
respect to wi j . This holds also true for ϑ = 0where the roles of logarithmic scale factor and
rotation angle are switched. In fact, the new variables ωi j, νi j are just linear combinations
of these two known parameters.
Note that the values of ωi j and/or νi j are not uniquely defined by (12). The same result
is obtained for ωi j + 2pi cos ϑ · K and νi j + 2pi sin ϑ · K for any K ∈ Z. In order to simplify
our calculations, we will always choose the values ωi j, νi j such that the angle α
∆[zi,z j,zk ]
k
in
the image triangle ∆[zi, zj, zk] at the vertex zk can be expressed as
α
∆[zi,z j,zk ]
k
= α
∆[vi,vj,vk ]
k
+ cos ϑ(ωjk − ωki) + sin ϑ(νjk − νki). (13)
This defines our variables uniquely up to a global constant, which will not be important for
our considerations as we will mainly consider differences as in (13).
The obvious closing condition zi j + zjk + zki = 0 can now be expressed as
wi j · exp(ieiϑωi j + eiϑνi j) + wjk · exp(ieiϑωjk + eiϑνjk)
+ wki · exp(ieiϑωki + eiϑνki) = 0. (14)
In the following, we consider the ω’s as our main variables and the ν’s as dependent
functions. By the implicit function theorem, we can assume that the ν’s depend smoothly
on the given variables ω in a suitable neighborhood of a solution.
Obviously, as in the cases for given edge lengths or angles, not all choices of ω’s
correspond to a triangle. This means, that for some choices of ω’s there do not exist
any real ν’s such that (14) holds. We briefly describe the set of suitable choices of ω’s
for the normalized case zi j = wi j = 1, zjk = wjk · exp(ieiϑω1 + eiϑν1) =: wjk · σ1,
zki = wki · exp(ieiϑω2 + eiϑν2) =: wki · σ2.
Associate to a non-zero complex number w the set Sw = {(log |w |, arg w + 2pik) :
k ∈ Z} ⊂ R2 of all values of the logarithm log w (i.e. possible polar coordinates). We
apply the map w 7→ Sw to the edge of the image triangle and consider in particular
L : (σ1, σ2) 7→ Sσ1 × Sσ2 . Then the set Eϑ of all suitable choices for ω1, ω2 is the
intersection of the plane in C2  R4 generated by
( − sinϑ
cosϑ
) × {0} and {0} × ( − sinϑcosϑ ) with the
image of the set {(σ1, σ2) ∈ C2 : 1+wjk ·σ1+wki ·σ2 = 0} under the map L. As all sets Sw
have a translational period of 2pi in the second component, the set Eϑ is (2pi cos ϑ)-periodic
of ϑ , pi/2. By the inverse function theorem, it is clear that the set Eϑ is open.
5.2. Condition for discrete ϑ-conformal maps in new variables. Our next goal is to
reformulate condition (3). To this end, it is sufficient to consider the embedded configuration
of two adjacent triangles ∆[vi, vj, vk] and ∆[vi, vl, vj] and their images F(∆[vi, vj, vk]) =
∆[zi, zj, zk] and F(∆[vi, vl, vj]) = ∆[zi, zl, zj] for any discrete immersion F. Then the
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cross-ratios qi j = q([vi, vj]) defined by (2) can be expressed as
qi j =
wilwjk
wl jwki
· exp(ie
iϑωil + eiϑνil)
exp(ieiϑωl j + eiϑνl j) ·
exp(ieiϑωjk + eiϑνjk)
exp(ieiϑωki + eiϑνki) . (15)
As QT ([vi, vj]) = wilwjkwl jwki we deduce that
e−iϑ log qi j = e−iϑ logQT ([vi, vj]) + i(ωil − ωl j + ωjk − ωki) + νil − νl j + νjk − νki .
Thus F is discrete ϑ-conformal on this minimal example of two adjacent triangles if and
only if
νil − νl j + νjk − νki = 0 (16)
holds. Note that the ν’s depend on the variables ω in the respective triangles. We will
emphasize this by writing ν∆[vi,vl,vj ]
il
etc. In particular, the two values of ν associated to the
same edge will in general be different: ν∆[vi,vl,vj ]i j , ν
∆[vi,vj,vk ]
i j .
5.3. The functional Fϑ(ω) and its relations to discrete ϑ-conformal maps. Let F :
T → T̂ be a discrete immersion of a simply connected triangulation T . Following our
reasonings in Subsection 5.1, we can define our new variables ω on all edges E and obtain
corresponding dependent variables ν∆(ω) on the edges of the respective triangles ∆. We
assume that the variables ω are in a neighborhood of values which give rise to a discrete
ϑ-conformal map. That is, we consider (small) perturbations of a discrete ϑ-conformal
map. This is one way to ensure that the ν∆(ω)’s are well-defined and smooth.
We will show that condition (16) is variational. In particular, we consider the 1-form
Ξϑ(ω) =
∑
e=[vi,vj ]∈Eint
(ν∆il j
il
− ν∆il j
l j
+ ν
∆i jk
jk
− ν∆i jk
ki
)dωe, (17)
where ω ∈ R |E | denotes the vector of values of ωe on the edges and the sum is taken over
all interior edges e = [vi, vj] which are contained in the two triangles ∆il j = ∆[vi, vl, vj] and
∆i jk = ∆[vi, vj, vk] such that all edges in the triangles are enumerated in counterclockwise
orientation as in Figure 2(b). If the 1-form Ξϑ is closed, then we can locally integrate:
Ξϑ = dFϑ where Fϑ(ω) is some function (defined on a suitable open subset). Furthermore,
all critical points of Fϑ satisfy (16) for all pairs of adjacent triangles. Thus, critical points
ω of Fϑ correspond to discrete ϑ-conformal maps, which can be obtained from the values
of ω and ν(ω) by gluing the corresponding triangles according to the given combinatorics.
Theorem 5.2. The 1-form Ξϑ defined by (17) in a neighborhood of a solution is closed.
Proof. By (17), the condition dΞϑ = 0 is equivalent to
∂(νi j − νjk)
∂ωi j
− ∂(νjk − νki)
∂ωki
= 0
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for every triangle ∆[vi, vj, vk] and cyclic permutations of the indices. Differentiating (14)
by ωi j and ωki , we see by straightforward calculations that
∂(νi j − νjk)
∂ωi j
− ∂(νjk − νki)
∂ωki
=
Im(wi j ·ieiϑ ·exp(ieiϑωi j+eiϑ (νi j−νjk ))·wki ·e−iϑ ·exp(−ie−iϑωki+e−iϑ (νki−νjk )))
Im(wki · eiϑ ·exp(ieiϑωki+eiϑ (νki−νjk ))·wi j ·e−iϑ ·exp(−ie−iϑωi j+e−iϑ )(νi j−νjk ))
+
Im(wi j ·eiϑ ·exp(ieiϑωi j+eiϑ (νi j−νjk ))wki · ·(−i)e−iϑ ·exp(−ie−iϑωki+e−iϑ (νki−νjk )))
Im(wki ·eiϑ ·exp(ieiϑωki+eiϑ (νki−νjk ))·wi j ·e−iϑ ·exp(−ie−iϑωi j+e−iϑ (νi j−νjk )))
=
Im(wi jwkiexp(ieiϑωi j+eiϑ (νi j−νjk )+ie−iϑωki+e−iϑ (νki−νjk )(ieiϑ ·e−iϑ−ie−iϑ ·eiϑ ))
Im(wkiwi j exp(ieiϑωki+eiϑ (νki−νjk )−ie−iϑωi j+e−iϑ (νi j−νjk ))) = 0.
This shows that the 1-form Ξϑ is closed. 
Theorem 5.3. The function Fϑ which is a local integral of Ξϑ is locally convex, that is,
the second derivative is a positive semidefinite quadratic form. Its one-dimensional kernel
is spanned by (1, 1, . . . , 1).
Proof. The calculations in the proof of Theorem 5.2 show in fact that
∂(νi j − νjk)
∂ωi j
= − cotα∆˜i jk
k
,
where α∆˜i jk
k
is the (positively oriented) angle in the triangle ∆˜i jk = ∆[zi, zj, zk] correspond-
ing to the given values of ω. Furthermore, by similar calculations we obtain
∂(νi j − νjk)
∂ωki
= cotα∆˜i jk
k
+ cotα∆˜i jki .
This shows by the same arguments as in [7, Prop. 4.2.4], that the Hessian of the functional
Fϑ is a positive semidefinite quadratic form ∑ee˜ cotαe,e˜(dωe − dωe˜)2 where the sum is
taken over all pairs of edges e, e˜ which are incident to the same triangular face and αe,e˜ is
the angle between these edges. The one-dimensional kernel is spanned by (1, 1, . . . , 1). 
It is interesting to note that the entries of the second derivative of Fϑ are the same as in
the known cases for circle patterns and discrete conformal equivalence, see for example [7].
Remark 5.4. For our variational principle explained above, we start from real parameters
ωe on the edges of the triangles (which then determine ν∆(ω) by (14) and finally lead
to an immersed triangulation). Alternatively, one can consider real parameters ui on the
vertices of the triangles. This is similar to the logarithmic scale factors considered in [7]
and Remark 3.6 . To every edge [vi, vj] we then associate the arithmetic mean (ui + u j)/2.
Denoting the dependent parameters by ξ(u), we can reformulate (14) as
wi j · exp(eiϑ(ui + u j)/2 + ieiϑ(ξi + ξj)/2)
+ wjk · exp(e−iϑ(u j + uk)/2 + ieiϑ(ξj + ξk)/2)
+ wki · exp(e−iϑ(uk + ui)/2 + ie−iϑ(ξk + ξi)/2) = 0. (18)
Analogously as for ν(ω), these dependent values ξ(u) are only unique up to a common
constant and depend on all values of u in the triangle ∆[vi, vj, vk].
Consider a flower as for example in Figure 3 (left). Assume that values u j are given
on the center of the flower v0 and all its incident vertices v1, . . . , vN such that there exist a
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solution of (18) in every triangle. Similarly as above, the oriented angle between the edges
[z0, zj] and [z0, zj+1] is
α
∆[z0,vj,vj+1]
j, j+1 = α
∆[v0,vj,vj+1]
j, j+1 +
1
2 (u j+1 − u j) sin ϑ + 12 (ξ
∆0, j, j+1
j+1 − ξ
∆0, j, j+1
j ) cos ϑ.
In particular, corresponding values ξ∆0, j, j+1
j+1 − ξ
∆0, j, j+1
j are defined locally in the triangles
∆0, j, j+1 = ∆[v0, vj, vj+1] at the vertex v0. Note that ξ∆0, j, j+1j+1 − ξ
∆0, j, j+1
j smoothly depends on
the given values u j, u j+1, u0 in a neighborhood of a solution. Then this flower can only be
embedded if the following closing condition holds:
0 =
6∑
j=1
(e−iϑ(u j+1 − u j) + ie−iϑ(ξ∆0, j, j+1j+1 − ξ
∆0, j, j+1
j ) = ie−iϑ
6∑
j=1
(ξ∆0, j, j+1
j+1 − ξ
∆0, j, j+1
j ), (19)
where we identify indices modulo 6. Condition (19) is variational, if for any two adjacent
triangles ∆[vi, vl, vj] and ∆[vi, vj, vk] we have
∂(ξ∆i, j,k
k
− ξ∆i, j,kj )
∂u j
+
∂(ξ∆i, l, jj − ξ
∆i, l, j
l
)
∂u j
=
∂(ξ∆i, j,ki − ξ
∆i, j,k
k
)
∂ui
+
∂(ξ∆i, l, j
l
− ξ∆i, l, ji )
∂ui
.
This in turn is true as straightforward calculations (for example using a computer algebra
system) show that if ∆1,2,3 = ∆[v1, v2, v3] is an embedded non-degenerate triangle with
angles α1, α2, α3 ∈ (0, pi) at the corresponding vertices, we have
∂
∂u3
(ξ∆1,2,33 − ξ
∆1,2,3
2 )/2 = cotα2 =
∂
∂u1
(ξ∆1,2,32 − ξ
∆1,2,3
1 )/2.
This also proves that the Hessian of the functional is again the cotan-Laplacian as it is the
case for conformal equivalence and for circle patterns. Furthermore, this implies that the
corresponding functional is locally convex and therefore the minimizers are unique (up to
a global transformation).
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